The device in question is typefied by the following two theorems:
n = 2 * n = 3.
We consider a square-free number / of the form / = m2 + 4, * f = m2 + 3m + 9, with m>0, together with the equation F(£)=0, where F{x) = x2 -mx -1. * F{x) = x3 -»»x2 -{m + 3)x -1.
The equation has (root) discriminant
IKfe-«*)'-/*-1 where &»•••,{« are the roots which generate the abelian field i?(£).
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The quantity/"-1 is also the discriminant of the field R(£), as follows from the fact that / is square-free while
is formed by the adjunction of the irreducible radical3 f1'2 to R * [f(m -3p)]1'' to R(p).
As a result, the most general integer in i?(£) is given by the expres- gers. It also follows, by subtraction, that no two of the n conjugates ?i~~g, -" " , in -g can have as common factors different conjugates of a prime ideal. Thus any number of the form £ -g with square norm must generate a square ideal. We finally note, in preparation, that a unit which is totally positive (i.e., for which all three conjugates are positive) is the square of another unit in R(%). To see this, we need only display the following 2" units which exhibit all possible 2n arrays of + and -signs when their n conjugates are listed:
In fact, in some order of listing, »» < & < w + 1, * i»-r-l<£i<m + 2, -1 < & < 0. * -1 < it < 0, -2 < £g < -1.
We consider now integers g, k such that
This result leads on expansion to equations (1), (2). Then, (4) 0 < g < i» + 1 ; * 0 < g < m + 2 ;
and the number, of norm k2,
must be totally positive. Thus £-g generates the square of an ideal which could not be principal unless f were a perfect square. We shall now eliminate this last possibility, completing the proofs. In the quadratic case, the equation (A0+Ai%)2=¡;(¡;-g) leads to a triviality, all the more so in the cubic case (¿42 = 0). (6) fA2 = ± ft (fc -{,) ± h ({» -íi) ± fs Ha.
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We find, from equations (4) and (5) The proofs depend on the relation4 f = ^2 mod 4. We should note that with g = 0 mod 4 the condition "g{>0)" in the (cubic) theorems is superfluous from the integral nature of »re, as k2^ -1 mod (g + 1).
Tabulation. The above proofs still leave unanswered the question of how effective a method we have for (say) finding cubic fields of even class number where the discriminant is/2, for /( = ra2 + 3»w-r-9) restricted to prime values. Under such a restriction we have a convenient basis of comparison in Mr. Peter Swinnerton-Dyer's unpublished table (abbreviated SDT) of class numbers as computed from the cyclotomic units (rather than the ideal structure).
The table below lists g, k, m, f and the class number h (where provided by SDT) for/< 100,000, m<316, g = 0 mod 4. The first field of even class number that does not emerge has/=18,913 with h = 100 according to SDT.
